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TEXTILES WOMEN´S.
Made to last and created for every occasion, MINI’s apparel confidently treads the line between contemporary 
aesthetics and tried-and-tested design. Our garments are made of high-quality organic cotton and cover the
essentials with a range of T-shirts, polo shirts and sweatshirts.
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Description

Our classic shape meets a new design. This T-shirt is cut from soft organic single jersey for a comfortable, 

semi-loose fit and has a round neckline, dropped shoulders and a rounded back hem. The collection‘s unique

graphic pattern and the distinctive MINI Wordmark Circle give the T-shirts an unmistakable MINI design. 

MINI GRAPHIC WORDMARK T-SHIRT WOMEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH GRAPHIC PATTERN AND WORDMARK PRINT.

5A21554 XXS

5A21555 XS

5A21556 S

5A21557 M

5A21558 L

5A21559 XL

Details

- Colour: Sage / Multi-coloured

- 100% organic cotton single jersey
- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark Circle
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Slightly dropped shoulders
- Rounded back hem

- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Semi-loose fit
Fits true to size
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Description

This year-round MINI essential now comes with a twist. It’s cut from soft single jersey in a proven semi-loose 

fit and has a round neckline. The new, two-tone contrast version of the MINI Wing Logo on the front is a 

modern interpretation of the classic logo T-Shirt. 

MINI TWO-TONE WING LOGO T-SHIRT WOMEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH TWO-TONE WING LOGO PRINT.

5A21561 XXS

5A21562 XS

5A21563 S

5A21564 M

5A21565 L

5A21566 XL

Details

- Colour: White / Black

- 100% organic cotton single jersey
- MINI Wing Logo in two-tone raised rubber print (Black and 
Energetic Yellow) 

- Short sleeves
- Round neck
- Slightly dropped shoulders

- Rounded back hem
- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Semi-loose fit
Fits true to size
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Description

This year-round MINI essential now comes with a twist. It’s cut from soft single jersey in a proven semi-loose 

fit and has a round neckline. The new, two-tone contrast version of the MINI Wing Logo on the front is a 

modern interpretation of the classic logo T-Shirt. 

MINI TWO-TONE WING LOGO T-SHIRT WOMEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH TWO-TONE WING LOGO PRINT.

5A21596 XXS

5A21597 XS

5A21598 S

5A21599 M

5A21600 L

5A21601 XL

Details

- Colour: Black / White

- 100% organic cotton single jersey
- MINI Wing Logo in two-tone raised rubber print (White and 
Energetic Yellow) 

- Short sleeves
- Round neck
- Slightly dropped shoulders

- Rounded back hem
- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Semi-loose fit
Fits true to size
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MINI STRIPED COLLAR POLO WOMEN´S. 
POLO WITH STRIPED COLLAR AND CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

5A21568 XXS

5A21569 XS

5A21570 S

5A21571 M

5A21572 L

5A21573 XL

Details

- Colour: Sage

- 95% organic cotton, 5% elastane baby-piqué 
- Black and White striped collar and Black buttonless placket
- White MINI Wing Logo print

- Short sleeves
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Semi-loose fit
Fits true to size

Description

Sharp yet casual, our latest MINI polo shirt is made of organic cotton piqué and has an open, buttonless collar. 

The shirt is straight cut, giving it a cool, loose fit. The striped collar and the contrast MINI Wing Logo turn 

the classic polo style into a contemporary MINI must-have. 
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Description

Turn on your off-duty look in this MINI zip hoodie. Made of soft organic cotton diagonal fleece, the cut is 

classic and loose for a super-comfortable fit. The striped binding on the hood adds to the contemporary look

and feel of this must-have MINI piece. 

MINI STRIPED BINDING ZIP HOODIE WOMEN´S. 
ZIP HOODIE WITH STRIPED BINDING AND CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

5A21575 XXS

5A21576 XS

5A21577 S

5A21578 M

5A21579 L

5A21580 XL

Details

- Colour: Sage

- 100% organic cotton diagonal fleece
- Hood with striped binding (Black and White)
- White MINI Wing Logo print

- Hood and kangaroo pocket
- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Semi-loose fit
Fits true to size
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Description

Turn on your off-duty look in this MINI zip hoodie. Made of soft organic cotton diagonal fleece, the cut is 

classic and loose for a super-comfortable fit. The striped binding on the hood adds to the contemporary look 

and feel of this must-have MINI piece. 

MINI STRIPED BINDING ZIP HOODIE WOMEN´S. 
ZIP HOODIE WITH STRIPED BINDING AND CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

5A21582 XXS

5A21583 XS

5A21584 S

5A21585 M

5A21586 L

5A21587 XL

Details

- Colour: Black

- 100% organic cotton diagonal fleece
- Hood with striped binding (Black and White)
- White MINI Wing Logo print

- Hood and kangaroo pocket
- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Semi-loose fit
Fits true to size

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Textiles Women´s |  



TEXTILES MEN´S.
The MINI textiles for men feature a variety of style essentials created for active urbanites. High-quality
organic cotton meets function to create long-lasting garments that are both comfortable and stylish for any 
day or occasion. 
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Description

Keep things cool and casual during every occasion in this MINI T-shirt. It’s cut from soft organic single jersey 

in a classic fit, and has a round neckline and a straight hem. Elements of our new graphic pattern highlight the 

MINI Wordmark on the front.

MINI GRAPHIC WORDMARK T-SHIRT MEN´S. 
T-SHIRT WITH GRAPHIC PATTERN AND WORDMARK PRINT.

5A21589 S

5A21590 M

5A21591 L

5A21592 XL

5A21593 XXL

5A21594 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Sage / Multi-coloured

- 100% organic cotton single jersey
- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark Circle 
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Classic fit
Fits true to size

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Textiles Men´s |  
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Description

This year-round MINI essential now comes with a twist. It’s cut from soft organic single jersey in a classic fit, 

and has a round neckline and a straight hem. The new, two-tone contrast version of the MINI Wing Logo on 

the front is a modern interpretation of the classic logo T-Shirt. 

MINI TWO-TONE WING LOGO T-SHIRT MEN´S.
T-SHIRT WITH TWO-TONE WING LOGO PRINT.

5A21603 S

5A21604 M

5A21605 L

5A21606 XL

5A21607 XXL

5A21608 XXXL

Details

- Colour: White / Black

- 100% organic cotton single jersey
- MINI Wing Logo in two-tone raised rubber print (Black and 
Energetic Yellow) 

- Short sleeves
- Round neck
- Straight hem

- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Classic fit
Fits true to size
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Description

This year-round MINI essential now comes with a twist. It’s cut from soft organic single jersey in a classic fit, 

and has a round neckline and a straight hem. The new, two-tone contrast version of the MINI Wing Logo on 

the front is a modern interpretation of the classic logo T-Shirt. 

MINI TWO-TONE WING LOGO T-SHIRT MEN´S.
T-SHIRT WITH TWO-TONE WING LOGO PRINT.

5A21610 S

5A21611 M

5A21612 L

5A21613 XL

5A21614 XXL

5A21615 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Black / White

- 100% organic cotton single jersey
- MINI Wing Logo in two-tone raised rubber print (White and 
Energetic Yellow) 

- Short sleeves
- Round neck
- Straight hem

- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Classic fit
Fits true to size

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Textiles Men´s |  
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Description

Sharp yet casual, our latest MINI polo shirt is made of stretch cotton piqué and has a three-button opening. 

The shirt is straight cut for a cool, loose fit. The striped collar and the contrast MINI Wing Logo turn the 

classic polo style into a contemporary MINI must-have. 

MINI STRIPED COLLAR POLO MEN´S.
POLO WITH STRIPED COLLAR AND CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

5A21617 S

5A21618 M

5A21619 L

5A21620 XL

5A21621 XXL

5A21622 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Sage

- 95% organic cotton, 5% elastane baby-piqué
- Black and White striped collar and Black placket
- Three button opening

- White MINI Wing Logo print
- Short sleeves
- Straight hem

- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Classic fit
Fits true to size

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Textiles Men´s |  
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Description

Turn on your off-duty look in this MINI zip hoodie. Made of soft organic cotton diagonal fleece, the cut is 

classic and loose for a super-comfortable fit. The striped cuffs and hem add to the contemporary look and feel 

of this must-have MINI piece. 

MINI STRIPED BINDING ZIP HOODIE MEN´S. 
ZIP HOODIE WITH STRIPED BINDING AND CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

5A21624 S

5A21625 M

5A21626 L

5A21627 XL

5A21628 XXL

5A21629 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Sage

- 100% organic cotton diagonal fleece
- Striped cuffs and hem (Black and White)
- White MINI Wing Logo print

- Hood and kangaroo pocket
- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Classic fit
Fits true to size

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Textiles Men´s |  
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Description

Turn on your off-duty look in this MINI zip hoodie. Made of soft organic cotton diagonal fleece, the cut is 

classic and loose for a super-comfortable fit. The striped cuffs and hem add to the contemporary look and feel 

of this must-have MINI piece. 

MINI STRIPED BINDING ZIP HOODIE MEN´S. 
ZIP HOODIE WITH STRIPED BINDING AND CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

5A21631 S

5A21632 M

5A21633 L

5A21634 XL

5A21635 XXL

5A21636 XXXL

Details

- Colour: Black

- 100% organic cotton diagonal fleece
- Striped cuffs and hem (Black and White)
- White MINI Wing Logo print

- Hood and kangaroo pocket
- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Classic fit
Fits true to size

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Textiles Men´s |  



TEXTILES KIDS.
MINI is loved by young and old, and the MINI Lifestyle Collection is certainly no exception. Made of high-
quality organic cotton, our durable yet comfy kids’ T-shirts, hoodies and bibs will appeal to little MINI 
enthusiasts with original MINI prints and details.
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Description

Designed for young MINI fans, this T-shirt is cut from soft organic single jersey, and has a regular fit, a 

comfortable round neck and a straight hem. Our new, unique graphic pattern and the distinctive MINI 

Wordmark Circle and give the T-shirts an unmistakable MINI design.

MINI GRAPHIC WORDMARK T-SHIRT KIDS.
T-SHIRT WITH GRAPHIC PATTERN AND WORDMARK PRINT.

5A21638 2–3 Y / 98

5A21639 3–4 Y / 104

5A21640 4–5 Y / 110

5A21641 5–6 Y / 116

5A21642 6–7 Y / 122

5A21643 7–8 Y / 128

5A21644 8–9 Y / 134

5A21645 9–10 Y /140

Details

- Colour: Sage / Multi-coloured

- 100% organic cotton single jersey with UV protection finish
- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark Circle 
- Short sleeves

- Round neck
- Straight hem
- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Regular fit
Fits true to size
Soft and lightweight material MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Textiles Kids |  
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Description

Whatever your age, nothing beats a comfy zip hoodie, and this one certainly ticks all the boxes. It has a 

classic shape with hood and raglan sleeves, as well as a bonus kangaroo pocket for carrying precious cargo or 

warming chilly hands. The MINI Wordmark Circle print on the back adds a contemporary and unmistakable 

MINI feel to this must-have piece. 

MINI WORDMARK CIRCLE ZIP HOODIE KIDS.
ZIP HOODIE WITH WORDMARK CIRCLE PRINT ON THE BACK.

Details

- Colour: Sage

- 100% organic cotton heavy single jersey
- Hood and kangaroo pocket
- Black and White MINI Wordmark Circle print on the back

- White MINI Wing Logo print on left front
- Raglan sleeves
- Straight hem

- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Regular fit
Fits true to size

5A21647 2–3 Y / 98

5A21648 3–4 Y / 104

5A21649 4–5 Y / 110

5A21650 5–6 Y / 116

5A21651 6–7 Y / 122

5A21652 7–8 Y / 128

5A21653 8–9 Y / 134

5A21654 9–10Y  /140

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Textiles Kids |  
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Description

Whatever your age, nothing beats a comfy zip hoodie, and this one certainly ticks all the boxes. It has a 

classic shape with hood and raglan sleeves, as well as a bonus kangaroo pocket for carrying precious cargo or 

warming chilly hands. The MINI Wordmark Circle print on the back adds a contemporary and unmistakable 

MINI feel to this must-have piece. 

MINI WORDMARK CIRCLE ZIP HOODIE KIDS.
ZIP HOODIE WITH WORDMARK CIRCLE PRINT ON THE BACK.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- 100% organic cotton heavy single jersey
- Hood and kangaroo pocket
- Black and White MINI Wordmark Circle print on the back 

- White MINI Wing Logo print on left front
- Raglan sleeves
- Straight hem

- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit
Regular fit
Fits true to size

5A21656 2–3 Y / 98

5A21657 3–4 Y / 104

5A21658 4–5 Y / 110

5A21659 5–6 Y / 116

5A21660 6–7 Y / 122

5A21661 7–8 Y / 128

5A21662 8–9 Y / 134

5A21663 9–10Y  /140

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Textiles Kids |  
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Description

Spark joy at every meal with the new MINI Bibs Gift Set. It contains three different bibs made of organic

cotton, each printed with an individual car, bulldog or graphic pattern design. The set is delivered in a White 

gift box. 

MINI GRAPHIC BIBS GIFT SET.
PACK OF THREE BIBS WITH BULLDOG, CAR AND GRAPHIC PRINTS.

5A21665 OS

Details

- Multi-coloured

- Gift set with three bibs
- 100% organic cotton
- Graphic, car and bulldog prints with contrast binding

- Press-button closure
- Delivered in a White gift box
- Made in Portugal

Article Number & Sizing

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Textiles Kids |  



CAPS.
Ideal for keeping a cool head or adding some extra style to your outfit, the new range of MINI caps will top off 
any style with tried-and-tested shapes and contemporary designs. All adjustable to suit all head shapes and 
sizes – also for kids.
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Description

Our classic logo cap, re-interpreted with a new two-tone MINI Wordmark print and a slightly curved visor. 

The adjustable snapback makes for an individual fit.

MINI TWO-TONE WORDMARK CAP.
CAP WITH TWO-TONE MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details
- Colour: Sage
- Unisex
- 65% polyester, 35% cotton 
- Six-panel cap
- Two-tone (Black and Brass) MINI Wordmark print
- Slightly curved visor
- Tonal snapback adjuster
- Made in the Philippines

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit

Individual fit thanks to 
adjustable snapback

5A51678 OS 57 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Caps |  
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Description

Our classic logo cap, re-interpreted with a new two-tone MINI Wordmark print and a slightly curved visor. 

The adjustable snapback makes for an individual fit.

MINI TWO-TONE WORDMARK CAP.
CAP WITH TWO-TONE MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details
- Colour: White
- Unisex
- 65% polyester, 35% cotton 
- Six-panel cap
- Two-tone (Black and Energetic Yellow) MINI Wordmark print
- Slightly curved visor
- Tonal snapback adjuster
- Made in the Philippines

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit

Individual fit thanks to 
adjustable snapback

5A52A83 OS 57 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Caps |  
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Description

Show your MINI love at first sight with the new MINI cap for kids. It comes in classic Chili Red and features a 

distinctive MINI Wordmark Circle print on the front. A snapback adjuster at the back of the five-panel cap

guarantees a firm yet comfortable fit.

MINI WORDMARK CIRCLE KIDS CAP.
KIDS CAP WITH WORDMARK CIRCLE PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- Unisex
- 65% polyester / 35% cotton
- Five-panel cap with contrast MINI Wordmark circle print

- Snapback adjuster
- Made in the Philippines

Article Number & Sizing

Size & Fit

Individual fit thanks to 
adjustable snapback

5A51680 OS 53 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Caps |  



BAGS & LUGGAGE.
Whether you're planning a stroll through the town, a weekend trip or a long holiday, each item in the MINI 
Lifestyle bags and luggage portfolio is created to go the distance, with a clever design for outstanding 
practicality without ever compromising on style. 
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Description

Portable, practical and popular, this durable pouch is made of water-repellent waxed canvas and is ideal for 

keeping small items close to hand. It has a water-repellent zipper and Sage-coloured soft lining inside. On the 

outside, the collection’s unique graphic pattern and the distinctive MINI Wordmark Circle make for an 

unmistakable MINI design. 

MINI SMALL GRAPHIC POUCH.
SMALL POUCH WITH GRAPHIC PATTERN AND MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Sage with Multi-coloured print

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas 
- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark circle

- Water-repellent, tonal zipper
- Soft-touch Sage lining 
- Made in the Philippines

5A51682 20 × 11 cm

Article Number & Sizing

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  
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Description

A proven MINI everyday essential. The wallet is made of water-repellent waxed canvas and opens with a 

zipper. The inside features two compartments for notes and a zipper pocket for coins, and holds up to 12 

cards. The collection’s unique graphic pattern and the distinctive MINI Wordmark Circle print embellish the

outside.

MINI GRAPHIC WALLET.
WALLET WITH ZIPPER, GRAPHIC PATTERN AND MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Sage with Multi-coloured print

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas
- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark on front pocket and back

- Water-repellent tone-on-tone zipper
- Inside: large zipper pocket, two open pockets, holds 12 cards
- Soft-touch Sage lining

- Made in the Philippines

5A51684 19 × 2 × 10 cm

Article Number & Sizing

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  
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Description

Shop in style with this MINI shopper. It is made of water-repellent waxed canvas and printed with our new

graphic pattern and a distinctive MINI Wordmark Circle. The roomy shopper provides plenty of space for 

groceries and anything else you might need during your day with MINI. 

MINI GRAPHIC SHOPPER.
OPEN SHOPPER WITH GRAPHIC PATTERN AND MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Sage with Multi-coloured print

- 100% cotton with waxed finish
- Structured, waxed canvas 
- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark Circle

- Unlined
- Made in the Philippines

5A51683 40 × 40 × 14 cm

Article Number & Sizing

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  
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Description

The round MINI Duffle Bag is the perfect companion for urban adventures. It is made of water-repellent 

waxed canvas with contrast handles. Features include a detachable shoulder strap and a “key hook” carabiner 

inside. The collection’s unique graphic pattern and the distinctive MINI Wordmark Circle make for an 

unmistakable MINI design. 

MINI GRAPHIC DUFFLE BAG.
ROUND DUFFLE BAG WITH ZIPPER, GRAPHIC PATTERN AND MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Sage with Multi-coloured print

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with contrast handles
- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark Circle 

- Water-repellent two-way zipper
- Detachable shoulder strap
- Four open outside pockets

- Inside zip pocket and two open pockets
- "Key hook" carabiner inside
- Soft-touch Sage lining

- Made in the Philippines

5A51685 45 × 27 × 27 cm

Article Number & Sizing

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  
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Description

An original bag for the modern mover, the MINI Wordmark Circle Backpack has padded and adjustable 

shoulder straps, making it comfortable and suitable for all ages and body heights. There’s a carry handle on 

top for when you need to just grab and go, and one main zippered compartment with two additional inside 

pockets, as well as a small outside pocket with zipper closure on the front.

MINI TONAL WORDMARK CIRCLE BACKPACK.
BACKPACK WITH ZIPPER AND MINI WORDMARK CIRCLE LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Sage

- 100% cotton with waxed finish, lining: 100% polyester
- Structured, waxed canvas with MINI Wordmark Circle print
- Water-repellent, tonal zipper and outside zip pocket

- Adjustable, padded canvas shoulder straps with mesh back and
customised buckles

- Inside zip pocket in top flap, open inside pocket in main 

compartment
- Soft-touch Sage lining
- Made in the Philippines

5A51686 23 × 16 × 35 cm

Article Number & Sizing

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  
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Description

Add extra security and an individual look to your luggage with the MINI Luggage Tag. It has an adjustable 

strap with customised buckle for fixing to your favourite bags, suitcases or holdalls. Inside the top opening is 

an FSC-certified paper information card to securely store your personal details. 

MINI LUGGAGE TAG.
ROUND LUGGAGE TAG WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- 100% cotton with waxed finish
- Adjustable strap with customised buckle
- FSC-certified paper information card inside

- Tonal MINI Wordmark rubber print
- Made in China

5A0A662 8.5 × 8.5 × 0.4 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  

Article Number & Sizing
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Description

Add extra security and an individual look to your luggage with the MINI Luggage Tag. It has an adjustable 

strap with customised buckle for fixing to your favourite bags, suitcases or holdalls. Inside the top opening is 

an FSC-certified paper information card to securely store your personal details. 

MINI LUGGAGE TAG.
ROUND LUGGAGE TAG WITH TONAL MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Black

- 100% cotton with waxed finish
- Adjustable strap with customised buckle
- FSC-certified paper information card inside

- Tonal MINI Wordmark rubber print
- Made in China

5A0A663 8.5 × 8.5 × 0.4 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  

Article Number & Sizing
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Description

Ideal for carrying those everyday items you can’t live without, the MINI Belt Bag is made of recycled PET and 

comes with an adjustable, detachable black belt. It features a big main compartment as well as a small zip

compartment at the back. The new two-tone MINI Wing Logo on the front adds to its contemporary design. 

MINI TWO-TONE BELT BAG.
BELT BAG MADE OF RECYCLED PET WITH TWO-TONE MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Sage

- 100% polyester (recycled PET)
- Adjustable, detachable black belt
- Big main compartment and small zip compartment at the back

- Two-tone MINI Wing Logo print
- Sage, soft-touch lining with heat-embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

5A51687 26 × 3 × 13 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  

Article Number & Sizing
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Description

Whether you’re on the move for business or pleasure, keep your laptop and documents safe in the padded 

MINI Two-Tone Laptop Bag. It has multiple compartments, including a padded laptop compartment for extra 

protection, as well as separate pockets for files and stationery plus a smart, zippered outside pocket that lets 

you attach the laptop bag to your cabin trolley’s pull-out handle. Another clever solution: opening the

additional two-way zipper expands the volume of the bag so it can hold even more. The new two-tone MINI 

Wing Logo on the front pocket adds to its contemporary design.

MINI TWO-TONE LAPTOP BAG.
LAPTOP BAG WITH HANDLES,  DETACHABLE SHOULDER STRAP AND TWO-TONE MINI WING LOGO.

Details
- Colour: Sage
- 100% polyester (recycled PET) 
- Two-way top zipper and additional zipper to increase the volume
- Outside pocket with two-tone MINI Wing Logo print

- Inside: padded laptop compartment, large open pocket, zip

pocket and three pen compartments
- Sage, soft-touch lining with heat-embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Suitable for all 13" laptops and 15" MacBook Pros

- Made in China

5A51688 44 × 4 × 30 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  

Article Number & Sizing
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Description

Wherever you go, step your luggage game up a gear with the MINI Two-Tone Logo Traveller Bag. The bag is 

made of recycled PET and has a crisp design that fuses form with fantastic functionality. Inside the zippered 

main compartment, there’s a detachable, transparent zip pouch for liquids or other personal belongings that 

need to be accessed easily. The new two-tone MINI Wing Logo on the front adds to its contemporary design. 

MINI TWO-TONE LOGO TRAVELLER BAG.
TRAVELLER BAG MADE OF RECYCLED PET WITH TWO-TONE MINI WING LOGO.

Details
- Colour: Sage
- 100% polyester (recycled PET) 
- Two-way zipper 
- Outside pocket with two-tone MINI Wing Logo print

- Detachable, transparent zip pouch and small open pocket inside

- Detachable shoulder strap
- Sage, soft-touch lining with heat-embossed MINI Signet pattern
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  

5A51689 45 × 25 × approx. 27 cm
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Description

The MINI Cabin Trolley is in a class of its own, bringing together the clever MINI design, clean aesthetics, 

comfort and practicality. A handy highlight is the front opening with debossed MINI Wing Logo, including an 

additional, detachable laptop sleeve and extra mesh pocket. The main compartment has a two-way, water-

resistant zip closure and an integrated TSA combination lock. Inside, there are compression straps with a 

magnetic Fidlock buckle, an additional mesh compartment and a detachable zip bag to keep contents secure 

and orderly. The sturdy pull-out handle and silent multi-wheels make moving with the trolley smooth and 

effortless. 

MINI CABIN TROLLEY.
MULTI-WHEEL CABIN TROLLEY WITH LAPTOP COMPARTMENT AND DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Sage

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100% 

polyester

- Hard-case multi-wheel cabin trolley (spinner)

with pull-out handle and customised carry handle

- Front opening with debossed MINI Wing 

Logo and tonal, reversed two-way zipper with

Black zip pullers

- Padded, detachable laptop sleeve (suitable

for all 13" laptops) and mesh compartment in

front opening

- Main compartment with two-way zip closure

(water-resistant) with integrated TSA

combination lock

- Inside bottom compartment: compression

straps with magnetic Fidlock buckle

- Inside top compartment: two-way zip closure

and additional mesh compartment

- Detachable inside zip bag with press-buttons

- Black lining with heat-embossed MINI Signet

pattern

- High-quality silent wheels with customised

rim cover

- Includes additional combination lock for

front opening

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing
5A51690 55 × 35.5 × 22 cm

38 l volume

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  
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Description

Robust, roomy and beautiful, the MINI Trolley with its debossed frontal MINI Wing Logo is the ideal travel 

case for long trips away. The main compartment has a two-way, water-resistant zip closure with an integrated 

TSA combination lock. Inside, there are compression straps with a magnetic Fidlock buckle, an additional 

mesh compartment and a detachable zip bag to keep contents secure and orderly. There are sturdy bumpers 

on the sides for extra durability. The sturdy pull-out handle and silent multi-wheels make moving with the 

trolley smooth and effortless. 

MINI TROLLEY.
MULTI-WHEEL TROLLEY WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Sage

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100% 

polyester

- Hard-case multi-wheel trolley (spinner) with 

pull-out handle and customised carry handle

- Two-way zip closure (water-resistant) with 

integrated TSA combination lock

- High-quality silent wheels with customised

rim cover

- Durable plastic bumpers on the sides

- Inside bottom compartment: compression 

straps with magnetic Fidlock buckle

- Inside top compartment: two-way zip closure

and additional mesh compartment

- Detachable inside zip bag with press-buttons

- Black lining with heat-embossed MINI Signet

pattern

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing
5A51691 71 × 48.5 × 27.5 cm

76 l volume

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  
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Description

The MINI Cabin Trolley is in a class of its own, bringing together the clever MINI design, clean aesthetics, 

comfort and practicality. A handy highlight is the front opening with debossed MINI Wing Logo, including an 

additional, detachable laptop sleeve and extra mesh pocket. The main compartment has a two-way, water-

resistant zip closure and an integrated TSA combination lock. Inside, there are compression straps with a 

magnetic Fidlock buckle, an additional mesh compartment and a detachable zip bag to keep contents secure 

and orderly. The sturdy pull-out handle and silent multi-wheels make moving with the trolley smooth and 

effortless. 

MINI CABIN TROLLEY.
MULTI-WHEEL CABIN TROLLEY WITH LAPTOP COMPARTMENT AND DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Black

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100% 

polyester

- Hard-case multi-wheel cabin trolley (spinner)

with pull-out handle and customised carry handle

- Front opening with debossed MINI Wing 

Logo and tonal, reversed two-way zipper with

Black zip pullers

- Padded, detachable laptop sleeve (suitable

for all 13" laptops) and mesh compartment in

front opening

- Main compartment with two-way zip closure

(water-resistant) with integrated TSA

combination lock

- Inside bottom compartment: compression

straps with magnetic Fidlock buckle

- Inside top compartment: two-way zip closure

and additional mesh compartment

- Detachable inside zip bag with press-buttons

- Black lining with heat-embossed MINI Signet

pattern

- High-quality silent wheels with customised

rim cover

- Includes additional combination lock for

front opening

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing
5A0A669 55 × 35.5 × 22 cm

38 l volume

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  
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Description

Robust, roomy and beautiful, the MINI Trolley with its debossed frontal MINI Wing Logo is the ideal travel 

case for long trips away. The main compartment has a two-way, water-resistant zip closure with an integrated 

TSA combination lock. Inside, there are compression straps with a magnetic Fidlock buckle, an additional 

mesh compartment and a detachable zip bag to keep contents secure and orderly. On the sides are sturdy 

bumpers for extra durability. The sturdy pull-out handle and silent multi-wheels make moving with the trolley 

smooth and effortless. 

MINI TROLLEY.
MULTI-WHEEL TROLLEY WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Black

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100% 

polyester

- Hard-case multi-wheel trolley (spinner) with 

pull-out handle and customised carry handle

- Two-way zip closure (water-resistant) with 

integrated TSA combination lock

- High-quality silent wheels with customised

rim cover

- Durable plastic bumpers on sides

- Inside bottom compartment: compression 

straps with magnetic Fidlock buckle

- Inside top compartment: two-way zip closure

and additional mesh compartment

- Detachable inside zip bag with press-buttons

- Black lining with heat-embossed MINI Signet

pattern

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A0A671 71 × 48.5 × 27.5 cm
76 l volume

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  
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Description

The MINI Kids Trolley is the perfect travel companion for little MINI fans. The main compartment has a two-

way zip closure with a padlock. Inside, there are compression straps with a magnetic Fidlock buckle, a mesh 

compartment and an additional printed zip pouch. The sturdy pull-out handle and silent wheels make moving 

with the trolley smooth and effortless. 

MINI KIDS TROLLEY.
KIDS‘ CABIN TROLLEY WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO AND PRINTED LINING.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- Shell: 100% polycarbonate, lining: 100%  polyester with printed
bulldog and car design

- Hard-case four-wheel cabin trolley with pull-out handle and 

customised carry handle
- Two-way zip closure with padlock
- Inside bottom compartment: compression straps with magnetic

Fidlock buckle
- Inside top compartment: two-way zip closure and additional mesh
compartment

- Additional printed zip pouch
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing
5A0A672 48 × 35 × 21 cm

36 l volume

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Bags & Luggage |  



ACCESSORIES.
They say the devil is in the details, and every MINI accessory is created with a clear purpose and 
sustainability at heart. From practical essentials to beautifully crafted items designed to inspire and entertain, 
MINI’s wide collection of accessories has every day and opportunity taken care of. 
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Description

This high-quality keyring is a practical everyday accessory. It is made of brushed zinc alloy, and has a nylon 

loop and a split ring to easily attach keys. There’s a subtle laser-engraved MINI Wing Logo on the front. 

MINI WING LOGO KEYRING.
KEYRING WITH LASER-ENGRAVED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Silver / Black

- Brushed zinc alloy, nylon loop
- Split ring
- Laser-engraved MINI Wing Logo on front

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

2445685 190 × 18 × 7 mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

This high-quality keyring is a practical everyday accessory. It is made of brushed zinc alloy, and has a nylon 

loop and a split ring to easily attach keys. There’s a subtle laser-engraved MINI Wordmark on the front. 

MINI WORDMARK KEYRING.
KEYRING WITH LASER-ENGRAVED MINI WORDMARK.

Details

- Colour: Silver / Black

- Brushed zinc alloy, nylon loop
- Split ring
- Laser-engraved MINI Wordmark on front

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

2445686 190 × 18 × 7 mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

This functional yet beautifully designed keyring is a practical everyday accessory. Its distinctive, coloured

body is made of zinc alloy, features a debossed MINI Wordmark and serves as a bottle opener. The practical 

split ring lets you attach your keys easily. 

MINI COLOURED BOTTLE OPENER KEYRING.
KEYRING WITH BOTTLE OPENER FUNCTION AND MINI WORDMARK.

Details

- Colour: Energetic Yellow

- Zinc alloy
- Split ring
- Debossed MINI Wordmark on front

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A51700 48 × 76 × 5.5 mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

This functional yet beautifully designed keyring is a practical everyday accessory. Its distinctive, coloured

body is made of zinc alloy, features a debossed MINI Wordmark and serves as a bottle opener. The practical 

split ring lets you attach your keys easily. 

MINI COLOURED BOTTLE OPENER KEYRING.
KEYRING WITH BOTTLE OPENER FUNCTION AND MINI WORDMARK.

Details

- Colour: Grey

- Zinc alloy
- Split ring
- Debossed MINI Wordmark on front

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A51701 48 × 76 × 5.5 mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Keep a tight rein on your keys with a sturdy lanyard. Made of durable material connected with a rotatable 

carabiner and safety locking system. 

MINI TUBE LANYARD.
LANYARD WITH CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Energetic Yellow

- Cord: 100% polyester
- Rotatable carabiner: zinc alloy
- Safety locking system

- Printed White MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A0A677 480 × 12 × 12 mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Keep a tight rein on your keys with a sturdy lanyard. Made of durable material connected with a rotatable 

carabiner and safety locking system. 

MINI TUBE LANYARD.
LANYARD WITH CONTRAST MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- Cord: 100% polyester
- Rotatable carabiner: zinc alloy
- Safety locking system

- Printed White MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A0A678 480 × 12 × 12 mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Look good, stay dry and get noticed with this foldable MINI umbrella. The practical push-button allows an 

easy opening and closing. The unique and colourful graphic pattern with MINI Wordmark Circle makes sure 

you’re seen on grey, rainy days. A debossed MINI Wing Logo highlights the customised handle and the 

matching cover guarantees dry and clean transportation and storage. 

MINI GRAPHIC FOLDABLE UMBRELLA.
FOLDABLE UMBRELLA WITH GRAPHIC PATTERN AND MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Sage with Multi-coloured print

- 100% polyester (recycled PET)
- Bars: fibre-reinforced polymer
- Stick: steel

- Handle: ABS with PU coating
- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark Circle
- Windproof

- Push-button for opening and closing
- Fastening strap with press-button
- Printed cover with press-buttons

- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on customised handle
- Wrist strap at handle
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A51699 Folded: 27 x 6 cm
Diameter: 98 cm 
Handle: 5 x 4 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Perfect for rainy days and stormy weather, the MINI umbrella is windproof and has an auto-open button for 

quick release. The long walking stick adds a touch of classic style. The unique and colourful graphic pattern 

with MINI Wordmark Circle and the debossed MINI Wing Logo on the customised handle add to its 

unmistakable MINI look.

MINI GRAPHIC WALKING STICK UMBRELLA.
WALKING STICK UMBRELLA WITH GRAPHIC PATTERN AND MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Sage with Multi-coloured print

- 100% polyester (recycled PET)
- Bars: fibre-reinforced polymer
- Stick: steel

- Handle: ABS with PU coating
- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark Circle
- Windproof

- Push-button for opening
- Fastening strap with press-button
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on customised handle

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A51698 Length: 82.2 cm
Diameter: 99.5 cm 
Handle: 13.5 x 3.3 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Get your thoughts and ideas written down on dotted stone paper, in our brand-new MINI notebook: the 

unusual triangular shape and our vivid graphic pattern with the distinctive MINI Wordmark Circle make it 

typically MINI.  

MINI GRAPHIC TRIANGLE NOTEBOOK.
TRIANGULAR NOTEBOOK WITH GRAPHIC PRINT AND STONE PAPER PAGES.

Details

- Colour: Sage with Multi-coloured print

- Triangular shape
- Cover: soft-touch paper cardboard
- Stone paper

- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark Circle
- 224 pages
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A51703 23.5 (diagonale) ×
12 (height) ×
1.5 cm (thickness)

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Both smart and functional, the MINI refillable rollerball pen is made of anodised aluminium with a satin

finish, featuring a twist top and MINI Wing Logo. Because there’s really nothing nicer than a hand-written

note. 

MINI ROLLERBALL PEN.
ROLLERBALL PEN WITH PRINTED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Black / Silver

- Anodised aluminium, satin finish
- Rollerball pen with twist-opening
- Blue standard-quality compact refill

- Black printed MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

2454545 117 × 9.6 × 9.6 mm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

It’s always nice to add a personal note in your own handwriting. This signature fountain pen represents the

original MINI design with its two-tone aluminium body and contrast MINI Wing Logo print. It is compatible 

with standard ink cartridges.

MINI FOUNTAIN PEN.
FOUNTAIN PEN WITH PRINTED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Silver / Black

- Anodised aluminium, satin finish
- Black printed MINI Wing Logo
- Compatible with standard ink cartridges

- Made in China

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessoires |  

Article Number & Sizing

2460900 130 × 11.6 × 11.6 mm
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Description

The MINI USB Key is made of durable ABS with a soft rubber finish, and has a detachable cap and an opening 

for keyrings. The cap features a subtle, debossed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI USB KEY.
32 GB USB KEY WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Black

- ABS with rubber finish
- Flash drive with integrated USB 2.0 interface
- Detachable cap

- Opening for keyring
- Fully complies with the universal serial bus certification
revision 2.0

- 32 GB
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A0A693 1.8 × 1.8 × 4.5 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Enjoy your favourite hot drinks in this cool, new MINI cup. Made of stoneware with a glossy surface, it

features our vivid new graphic pattern with MINI Wordmark Circle print. 

MINI GRAPHIC CUP.
STONEWARE CUP WITH HANDLE, GRAPHIC PATTERN AND MINI WORDMARK PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Sage with Multi-coloured print

- Stoneware, glossy surface
- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark Circle
- Dishwasher safe

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A51697 7.6 × 7.6 × 10 cm
Capacity 0.3 l

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

The MINI Travel Mug is a practical daily companion for comfortably carrying around your favourite drinks. It 

is made of coated stainless steel and 100% BPA-free polymer, is vacuum-insulated and has a screw-on lid with 

“press-to-drink” button. It even boasts clever functions: the mug fits into every MINI cup holder and the lid

has a built-in teabag hook inside. 

MINI GRAPHIC TRAVEL MUG.
TRAVEL MUG WITH GRAPHIC PATTERN AND MINI WORDMARK CIRCLE PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Sage with Multi-coloured print

- Body: soft-touch coated stainless steel
- Lid: 100% BPA-free polymer
- Double-walled, vacuum-insulated body

- Screw-on lid with “press-to-drink“ button
- Lid with built-in teabag hook
- Fits into the MINI cup holder

- Graphic print with MINI Wordmark Circle
- Not dishwasher safe
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A51696 7 × 7 × 14 cm
Capacity 0.3 l

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Refresh your bottle and reduce your waste. The MINI Water Bottle has a classic screw-on lid as well as an 

additional, larger screw opening for easy refilling, and it fits into the MINI cup holder. The matte contrast top 

part creates the typical MINI colour block design and features a debossed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WATER BOTTLE.
WATER BOTTLE WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Sage

- 100% BPA-free polymer
- Classic screw-on lid and additional larger screw opening for
refilling

- Opaque, matt contrast top part
- Transparent bottom part
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on lid

- Fits into the MINI cup holder
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A51695 8 × 8 × 24.8 cm
Capacity 0.7 l

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Refresh your bottle and reduce your waste. The MINI Water Bottle has a classic screw-on lid as well as an 

additional, larger screw opening for easy refilling, and it fits into the MINI cup holder. The matte contrast top 

part creates the typical MINI colour block design and features a debossed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WATER BOTTLE.
WATER BOTTLE WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- 100% BPA-free polymer
- Classic screw-on lid and additional larger screw opening for
refilling

- Opaque, matt contrast top part
- Transparent bottom part
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on lid

- Fits into the MINI cup holder
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A0A697 8 × 8 × 24.8 cm
Capacity 0.7 l

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Refresh your bottle and reduce your waste. The MINI Water Bottle has a classic screw-on lid as well as an 

additional, larger screw opening for easy refilling, and it fits into the MINI cup holder. The matte contrast top 

part creates the typical MINI colour block design and features a debossed MINI Wing Logo. 

MINI COLOUR BLOCK WATER BOTTLE.
WATER BOTTLE WITH DEBOSSED MINI WING LOGO.

Details

- Colour: Black

- 100% BPA-free polymer
- Classic screw-on lid and additional larger screw opening for
refilling

- Opaque, matt contrast top part
- Transparent bottom part
- Debossed MINI Wing Logo on lid

- Fits into the MINI cup holder
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A0A698 8 × 8 × 24.8 cm
Capacity 0.7 l

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Add a responsible yet fun MINI touch to every hand or travel bag with the MINI Car Charm. For the first time, 

leftover leather from our car seat production operations is being reused and upcycled to create MINI Lifestyle 

accessories that are not only super sustainable but also impress with their charming, unmistakable MINI 

design. 

MINI CAR CHARM.
CAR CHARM MADE OF UPCYCLED LEATHER.

Details

- Colour: Black 

- 100% upcycled leather (leftover from seat production)
- Debossed and cut-out details on both sides
- Blackened edges

- Carabiner with MINI Wing Logo pendant 
- Made in Spain

Article Number & Sizing
5A51692 10 x 3.8 cm 

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Add a responsible yet fun MINI touch to every hand or travel bag with the MINI Bulldog Charm. For the first 

time, leftover leather from our car seat production operations is being reused and upcycled to create MINI 

Lifestyle accessories that are not only super sustainable but also impress with their charming, unmistakable 

MINI design. 

MINI BULLDOG CHARM.
BULLDOG CHARM MADE OF UPCYCLED LEATHER.

Details

- Colour: Black 

- 100% upcycled leather (leftover from seat production)
- Debossed and cut-out details on both sides
- Printed scarf

- Blackened edges
- Carabiner with MINI Wing Logo pendant 
- Made in Spain

Article Number & Sizing
5A51694 8 x 5.9 cm 

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Lovingly knitted and soft to the touch, the MINI Knitted Car – already a classic in its third edition – has an 

Chili Red body and Black roof, Lemon Yellow front and Red rear lights and an embroidered radiator grill. 

Machine washable at 30°. 

MINI KNITTED CAR.
KNITTED MINI HATCH WITH MINI WORDMARK NUMBER PLATES.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- 95% cotton, 3% polyester, 2% viscose
- Soft filling
- Embroidered details

- MINI Wordmark on front and back as number plates
- Machine washable at 30°
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

2454546 Approx. 
26 x 14  x 13 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

Hand-made in Italy and presented in a Black, foldable case, these sunglasses interpret an iconic shape in a 

contemporary way. The round Panto features unique MINI touches such as the visible Energetic Yellow 

inside and MINI Wing Logos on the temples, while the Zeiss lenses offer 100% UV-A protection, and feature

an anti-scratch and anti-reflective coating.

MINI CONTRAST EDGE PANTO SUNGLASSES.
PANTO SUNGLASSES WITH CONTRAST YELLOW FRONT DETAIL.

Details

- Colour: Black / Energetic Yellow

- Biodegradable acetate
- Foldable case (recycled PET) and cleaning cloth (recycled PET)
- Five-barrel hinges

- 100% UV-A / UV-B protection Zeiss lenses, anti-reflective and
anti-scratch coating

- Laser-engraved tonal MINI Wing Logo on both temples outside,

MINI Wordmark inside
- Black foldable cloth-bound case with printed Dick Moby 
sustainable eyewear x MINI Wing Logo

- Energetic Yellow cleaning cloth with Black MINI Wing Logo
- Hand-made in Italy

Article Number & Sizing

5A0A704 OS

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  
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Description

A timeless style that adds instant cool, the MINI Contrast Edge D-Frame Sunglasses have been upgraded with 

unique MINI touches, including a visible Energetic Yellow inside and MINI Wing Logos on the temples. The 

Zeiss lenses offer 100% UV-A protection and feature an anti-scratch and anti-reflective coating. The 

sunglasses are presented in a Black, foldable protective case with a MINI cleaning cloth. 

MINI CONTRAST EDGE D-FRAME SUNGLASSES.
D-FRAME SUNGLASSES WITH CONTRAST YELLOW FRONT DETAIL. 

Details

- Colour: Black / Energetic Yellow

- Biodegradable acetate
- Foldable case (recycled PET) and cleaning cloth (recycled PET)
- Five-barrel hinges

- 100% UV-A / UV-B protection Zeiss lenses, anti-reflective and 
anti-scratch coating

- Laser-engraved tonal MINI Wing Logo on both temples outside,

MINI Wordmark inside
- Black foldable cloth-bound case with printed Dick Moby 
sustainable eyewear x MINI Wing Logo

- Energetic Yellow cleaning cloth with Black MINI Wing Logo
- Hand-made in Italy

Article Number & Sizing

5A0A705 OS

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Accessories |  



MINIATURES & MOBILITY
With a heritage built on mobility, it makes perfect sense that MINI is also turning its hand and expertise to 
creating items that take us places. From bikes to skateboards, there’s something for the seasoned urban 
commuter, as well as cool contraptions for kids who are just getting to grips with their first set of wheels. 

MINI’s collectible miniatures are all affectionately made to mirror the originals, and many feature moving 
parts and immaculate attention to detail. 
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Description

Little ones will love whizzing around in the smooth-running MINI Baby Racer. It has low-noise rubber tyres

and a soft, detachable seat cushion that can be washed whenever needed. The body is made of non-toxic 

polyethylene and can be accessorised with an optional push-bar for when kids inevitably wear themselves 

out. The classic Chili Red and White bonnet stripes give the little racer its unique MINI look. Suitable for 

children aged 18 months and up. 

MINI BABY RACER.
PUSH CAR IN ORIGINAL MINI DESIGN.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- Non-toxic plastic: polyethylene body with injection-moulded
polyamide parts

- For children aged 18 months and up

- White bonnet stripes
- Low-noise rubber tyres
- Childproof steering wheel

- Detachable, washable seat cushion
- Optional push-bar available
- TÜV-approved

- Made in Germany

Article Number & Sizing

5A21500 74 x 30 x 40 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Miniatures & Mobility |  
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Description

When your little racer needs some rest, the MINI Push-Bar is the perfect solution. The sturdy chrome-plated

steel bar can be easily attached to the exhaust pipe of the MINI Baby Racer whenever needed. Its size can be

adjusted for three lengths for maximum comfort.

MINI PUSH-BAR.
PUSH-BAR FOR MINI BABY RACER.

Details

- Colour: Silver / Black

- Grip: foam rubber
Bar: chrome-plated steel
Adapter: non-toxic plastic

- Adjustable for three lengths: 88 cm, 93 cm, 98 cm
- Made in Germany

Article Number & Sizing

2463105 OS

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Miniatures & Mobility |  
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Description

Be ahead by a nose with the latest addition to the MINI mobility range – the trendy MINI Scooter. It’s the

perfect companion on little ones’ way to school or any other adventure where MINI fans young and old would 

like a quick and safe mobility option. The scooter combines maximum comfort and flexibility with an 

extremely solid structure, featuring an extra-large, stable yet lightweight aluminium frame that’s collapsible

to a compact size for storage or transport in a MINI trunk. The larger front wheel allows for better ridability

and the profile rear wheel footbrake allows for safe speed control. The classic Chili Red frame with White 

MINI Wing Logo on the front gives this little racer its unique MINI look. 

MINI SCOOTER.
SCOOTER IN ORIGINAL MINI DESIGN.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- Aluminium frame
- For children aged 5 and up and for people 115 to 200 cm tall
- Load capacity: max. 100 kg

- Ball bearing wheels (ABEC-7) 
- Front wheel ø 23 cm, rear wheel ø 20 cm
- White reflective decal on the bar

- Extra-large aluminium profile footplate
- Fully integrated side stand
- Aluminium profile rear wheel footbrake

- Collapsible to a compact size
- Weight: 5.4 kg
- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

5A21521 92 x 76 - 110 cm

MINI Lifestyle Collection 2022 | Miniatures & Mobility |  
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Description

Designed especially for children aged 18 months and up or at least 80 cm tall, the MINI Tricycle has noiseless 

wheels with White rims, an ergonomically moulded seat and a gripped handlebar. The solid steel frame is in 

Chili Red and the Black handlebar has a MINI Signet pattern, and, together with the White MINI Wing Logo 

on the crash pad and the White rims, they emphasise the unique MINI design.

MINI TRICYCLE.
TRICYCLE WITH MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- Steel with highly impact-resistant powder coating
- For children aged 18 months and up or at least 80 cm tall
- Silent wheels with White rims

- Ergonomically moulded seat
- Safety handlebar grips with MINI Signet pattern
- White MINI Wing Logo on front crash pad

- Made in Germany

Article Number & Sizing

2451012 23 x 40 x 62 cm 
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Description

The ideal training bike to prepare for the real thing, this balance bike is designed for kids aged 3 years and up

or at least 90 cm tall. It has a low step-through and platform, an adjustable saddle, plus an adjustable and 

gripped handlebar to allow comfortable and safe riding. The solid steel frame is in Chili Red and the Black 

handlebar has a MINI Signet pattern, and, together with the White MINI Wing Logo on the crash pad and the 

White rims, they emphasise the unique MINI design.

MINI BALANCE BIKE.
BALANCE BIKE WITH MINI WING LOGO PRINT.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red

- Steel with highly impact-resistant powder coating
- For children aged 3 years and up or at least 90 cm tall (stride
length: 35 cm)

- Frame with low step-through and platform
- Pneumatic tyres (50 – 203) with White rims
- Adjustable learner bike saddle and handlebar

- Ball bearing wheels and handlebar
- Safety handlebar grips with MINI Signet pattern
- Stand

- White MINI Wing Logo on front crash pad
- Made in Germany

Article Number & Sizing

2451011

USA:
2451010

34 x 38 x 87 cm
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Description

This 1:18 miniature is an affectionately designed and accurate diecast model of the MINI Cooper SE, made for 

fans, enthusiasts, drivers and collectors. The miniature car showcases the original design and has accurately 

copied components. The doors, bonnet and boot can be opened manually. 

MINI COOPER SE MINIATURE.
1:18 DIECAST MINIATURE CAR.

Details

- 1:18 diecast miniature

- Doors, bonnet and boot can be opened
- Movable steering wheel
- Detailed chassis and engine design

- Made in China

Article Number & Colour

5A21535 White Silver
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Description

This 1:18 miniature is an affectionately designed and accurate diecast model of the MINI Cooper S, made for 

fans, enthusiasts, drivers and collectors. The miniature car showcases the original design and has accurately 

copied components. The doors, bonnet and boot can be opened manually. 

MINI COOPER S MINIATURE.
1:18 DIECAST MINIATURE CAR.

Details

- 1:18 diecast miniature

- Doors, bonnet and boot can be opened
- Movable steering wheel
- Detailed chassis and engine design

- Made in China

Article Number & Colour

5A21536
5A21537

Chili Red
Island Blue
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Description

This 1:18 miniature is an affectionately designed and accurate diecast model of the MINI Convertible Cooper 

S, made for fans, enthusiasts, drivers and collectors. The miniature car showcases the original design and has 

accurately copied components. The doors, bonnet and boot can be opened manually. 

MINI CONVERTIBLE COOPER S MINIATURE.
1:18 DIECAST MINIATURE CAR.

Details

- 1:18 diecast miniature

- Doors, bonnet and boot can be opened
- Movable steering wheel
- Detailed chassis and engine design

- Made in China

Article Number & Colour

5A21538
5A21539
5A21540

Zesty Yellow
Chili Red
Island Blue
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Description

These little 1:36 MINI Cooper S cars are ready for a day of racing. They come in a box of 24 with a pull-back 

motor and in three different colours. The miniature Coopers are the perfect gift for MINI enthusiasts young

and old. 

MINI COOPER S PULL-BACK.
1:36 PULL-BACK TOY CAR.

Details

- Colour: Chili Red, Electric Blue, Volcanic Orange

- 1:36 scale
- Plastic
- Pull-back motor

- Made in China

Article Number & Sizing

2447939 Box of 24 with pull-
back motor in 1:36 in 
three colours
(Chili Red, Electric 
Blue, Volcanic 
Orange)
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